We consider the mixed boundary value problem (MBVP) Au = ƒ in Ü, B*u = g* in T*, u = g~~ in r~ where 12 is a bounded open subset of R n whose boundary T is divided into disjoint open subsets T + and T~ by an (n -2)-dimensional manifold co in I\ We assume A = 2 faf<2 a ct (x)D ot is a properly elliptic operator on £2 and B* = S^-j bf(x)Dj 4-Z? 0 (x:) is a normal boundary operator satisfying the complementing condition with respect to ^4 on T + . The coefficients of the operators and T + , r~ and co are all assumed arbitrarily smooth.
We consider the mixed boundary value problem (MBVP) Au = ƒ in Ü, B*u = g* in T*, u = g~~ in r~ where 12 is a bounded open subset of R n whose boundary T is divided into disjoint open subsets T + and T~ by an (n -2)-dimensional manifold co in I\ We assume A = 2 faf<2 a ct (x)D ot is a properly elliptic operator on £2 and B* = S^-j bf(x)Dj 4-Z? 0 (x:) is a normal boundary operator satisfying the complementing condition with respect to ^4 on T + . The coefficients of the operators and T + , r~ and co are all assumed arbitrarily smooth. Throughout, s will denote a real number with s £ ^(mod 1 [6] provided elements of the solution of the MBVP for n > 2, but the restriction s > 3/2, required for nonnormal problems, and in addition, the problems of localising when s < 3/2, prevented them from finding necessary and sufficient conditions for the problem to be well posed in our sense.
For Z~S(G) ). These spaces have been considered before, but their theory not fully developed. See, for example, Shamir [4] . They are the natural spaces for boundary value problems in R+ with homogeneous operators and constant coefficients.
For each x E co, we freeze the coefficients of A and B + at x, and drop all lower order terms, obtaining homogeneous operators with constant coefficients A x and B+. Define (7"", fi + ) to be and s £ e x (mod 1). If n > 3, 7 X = e x + 1 and if n = 3, 7 X = e x + 1 or e x .
Detailed proofs and corresponding results for higher order operators will appear in another paper. The work was part of a Ph.D. thesis at Macquarie University. I am indebted to my supervisor Alan Mcintosh.
